
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PERSONALITY TESTS

According to graphologists, your handwriting can reveal quite a few details about your personality. Take our quiz below
to analyze your handwriting and get your.

Your feelings are evident through daily signs of affection. Medium - Characteristics include being accurate,
logical, and composed. You often display an unwillingness to obey and you don't perform well under pressure.
I am on a short break. Slanting heavily towards the right - You have difficulty controlling your emotions and
like to show other people how you feel. I warmly welcome you to Handwriting - The Inner Secrets Revealed,
and hope that you enjoy your visit here. A revealing insight into your own personality. Thanks for the course
and the website you keep up. Large - You relate very well with different people and have many friends.
Discover hidden secrets about your partner - or potential partner You do not have an artistic nature. Small and
calligraphic handwriting - This type of handwriting is characterised by its accuracy and attention to detail.
Andrew Hunt What our customers say: This is great. Your self-concept is high and you seek to be the centre of
attention. If you have large and identical letters you are consistent in achieving your goals. How accurate were
your results? Slanting to the left - You are reseved, reluctant, or restrained. Join in the discussion. Since then,
the Graphonomizer handwriting analysis software has produced many thousands of free handwriting analyses.
You have a good sense of humor, sharp intellect and like to associate with intellectual people. Extremely small
- You are overly concerned with formal rules and believe that all rules should be followed to the letter. You
like to overemphasize minor and insignificant details. If your capital letters have fine detail, this demonstrates
an ability to command. You take offence often and have been known to hold grudges. You don't have
spontaneous reactions or make casual decisions. You usually won't say what you are feeling even if there is a
storm inside. When you use our free handwriting analysis service, you will be using a unique piece of software
which I originally created in , and adapted in for use on the Web. Slope How your handwriting slopes or slants
is an indicator of emotional state. Small - You like to concentrate your attention and focus on things, you are
delicate and like exactness in details. Slanting heavily towards the left - You tend to suppress your emotions in
such a way that it causes bouts of melancholy and periods of bad mood. You also to tend to hold your
emotions back, or keep them inside. Slanting to the right - You have an artistic nature and are able to
understand and interpret your emotions and those of other people. Letters touching the line - Letters slanting
so much that they touch the line point to possible psychological issues. You always have a plan, and seem to
know what you want ahead of time. Wow, I did not know that handwriting could tell so much about a person.
Very neat. You like to generate many ideas however you are not characterized as being practical.


